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Abstract

Mortality is a well-established patient-important outcome in critical care studies. In contrast, morbidity is less uniformly reported (given the myriad of critical care illnesses and complications of each) but may have a common end-impact on a patient’s functional capacity and health-related quality-of-life (HRQoL). Survival with a poor quality-of-life may not be acceptable depending on individual patient values and preferences. Hence, as mortality decreases within critical care, it becomes increasingly important to measure intensive care unit (ICU) survivor HRQoL. HRQoL measurements with a preference-based scoring algorithm can be converted into health utilities on a scale anchored at 0 (representing death) and 1 (representing full health). They can be combined with survival to calculate quality-adjusted life-years (QALY), which are one of the most widely used methods of combining morbidity and mortality into a composite outcome. Although QALYs have been use for health-technology assessment decision-making, an emerging and novel role would be to inform clinical decision-making for patients, families and healthcare providers about what expected HRQoL may be during and after ICU care. Critical care randomized control trials (RCTs) have not routinely measured or reported HRQoL (until more recently), likely due to incapacity of some patients to participate in patient-reported outcome measures. Further differences in HRQoL measurement tools can lead to non-comparable values. To this end, we propose the validation of a gold-standard HRQoL tool in critical care, specifically the EQ-5D-5L. Both combined health-utility and mortality (disaggregated) and QALYs (aggregated) can be reported, with disaggregation allowing for determination of which components are the main drivers of the QALY outcome. Increased use of HRQoL, health-utility, and QALYs in critical care RCTs has the potential to: (1) Increase the likelihood of finding important effects if they exist; (2) improve research efficiency; and (3) help inform optimal management of critically ill patients allowing for decision-making about their HRQoL, in additional to traditional health-technology assessments.
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Core Tip: Health-related quality-of-life and health-utility are patient-important outcome measures that rival even mortality. The purpose of the paper is to outline the steps required for wider adoption of health-related quality-of-life measures in critical care, and what benefits this measurement will yield.
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INTRODUCTION

Mortality is a well-established, patient-important outcome used in critical care trials[1,2], which has many attractive features for use in clinical research. Mortality is a commonly occurring, unambiguous,
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dichotomous event, whose adjudication is less susceptible to bias. Unfortunately, most randomized controlled trials (RCTs) in critical care have failed to demonstrate consistent effects or improvements on mortality across a host of intensive care unit (ICU) interventions[3] potentially due to: (1) Under-powering from decreasing mortality over time[4]; (2) heterogeneity of treatment effects[5]; or (3) ineffective treatments. Moreover, mortality is associated with limitations relevant to critical care research. The larger sample sizes required to adequately power studies make clinical trials less feasible and much more expensive to conduct. Mortality is not plausibly affected by certain interventions, and thus is not always the most appropriate endpoint. Finally, mortality is not the only patient-important outcome. Some patients may survive to have a poor health-related quality of life (HRQoL)[1,2,6], which may be unacceptable depending on their individual values and preferences. There is potential to challenge conventional research paradigms, and explore patient-centered outcomes beyond mortality for critical care trials. This may include secondary outcomes of interest, of which morbidity and functional outcomes are important.

Morbidity may be an intuitive alternative to mortality, but has unique challenges for research. Despite certain benefits of measuring morbidity (e.g. describes patient’s complications and potential suffering from those illnesses), it is less uniformly reported. With large variations in outcomes and complications, this results in a myriad of reported morbidity outcomes[1,6]. There is often a lack of common outcomes and standardization between studies[7], especially for different disease states and illnesses.

With carefully developed, defined, patient-centered outcomes like HRQoL and functional status, morbidity can better represent diverse illnesses and outcomes across critical care populations. Initiatives are being developed for critical care core outcome sets, which could include HRQoL[8]. It is important that we listen to our patients and their health proxies by capturing patient-centered values and self-reported HRQoL, whenever possible[9]. With a growing populace of ICU survivors, HRQoL and morbidity outcomes become increasingly important to measure and optimize in order to characterize the health states in which ICU patients survive[1]. However, we must address specific barriers and challenges to measuring HRQoL in the critical care population.

To this end, we present an overview of HRQoL, health-utility and QALYs, their specific applications, and unique challenges of its use in the critical care population. Furthermore, we present unique opportunities for HRQoL and health-utility research in the critical care population, which may include: (1) end-of-life decision-making and low-utility states, which may only be realized in critically ill patients; and (2) increased use of proxy measurements (e.g. substitute decision-makers) given that some patients may lack the capacity to participate in their reported outcomes. We present these issues not merely as responses to the technical challenges of measurement and application in critical care, but as a research imperative to paradigm shift in how we report and measure HRQoL and other patient-important outcomes in critically ill patients.

OVERVIEW: MORBIDITY AS HEALTH-RELATED QUALITY-OF-LIFE, HEALTH-UTILITY, AND QALYs

Health-related quality-of-life (HRQoL) is “an individual’s or a group’s perceived physical and mental health over time”[10]. Another definition states that HRQoL is a “multi-dimensional concept that includes domains related to physical, mental, emotional, and social functioning…[which] goes beyond direct measures of population health, life expectancy, and causes of death, and focuses on the impact health status has on quality-of-life.”

A health state can be used to describe HRQoL. Health states can be assigned preference weights and described as a health-utility value. In contrast to HRQoL, which describes one’s overall health qualitatively, a health-utility value seeks quantify HRQoL as a number, anchored to zero (representing death) to one (representing perfect health) [11]. However, health states less than zero can also be reported (e.g. “states worse than death”).

Various tools can be used ascertain HRQoL and health-utility values. These include direct methods (e.g. standard gamble, time-trade off) or indirect methods using HRQoL population-derived preference based utility scales (e.g. Health Utility Index Mark 3, Short Form-6D, EQ-5D). These health-utility scores can be leveraged to calculate quality-adjusted life-years.

The quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) is measured as a function of length of life (mortality) and time spent in a health-related quality-of-life state (morbidity), and combines the value of these attributes into a single index number[12]. Essentially, the QALY represents “time alive, scaled to reflect health state desirability…and individual values and preferences”[9],” where a year in the hypothetical state of “perfect health” is worth one QALY. The QALY can be useful as a standard measure of health states across diverse treatments and settings, as it transforms different illnesses and their severity into a common physical and mental description of their health state. This allows comparisons to be made with a common denominator of QALYs[13]. For these reasons, the QALY is recommended as a measure of health outcomes for economic evaluations[2,12-16].
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Despite criticisms (e.g. bias against elderly, against those with physical/mental disabilities)[13,17], QALYs remain widely used and are well-validated composite outcome measures for chronic health conditions (e.g. chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, congestive heart failure)[1,2]. QALYs can be estimated with an indirect generic preference-based health utility measure, making it patient-centered, with values and preferences for health states incorporated into its calculation[1].

For these reasons, we propose that HRQoL, health-utility and QALYs, rather than mortality alone, should be measured as an important secondary outcome in critical care research. For this incorporation to take place, critical care trialists must first measure HRQoL, which not currently routinely performed.

**HISTORY OF EXISTING HEALTH-RELATED QUALITY-OF-LIFE MEASUREMENT TOOLS IN CRITICAL CARE**

Critical care studies have not routinely measured HRQoL compared to mortality, likely due to: (1) The incapacitated status of patients; and (2) the time-consuming nature of certain pre-existing measurement tools.

There are two main methods of utility- or preference-based HRQoL measurement. The first are direct HRQoL measurement methods such as the standard gamble, time trade-off, visual analog scale (VAS), and discrete choice experiments[18]. Unfortunately, some of these methods are time-consuming, complex, and thus not always feasible in all studies[18].

The second group of methods are indirect HRQoL measurement tools, which utilize population-based preferences onto a health-utility scale indirectly via a generic utility-based HRQoL questionnaire [18]. These tools are derived from the general population, representing that society’s values. Commonly used generic instruments include the Short Form [SF]-36 or SF-6D[19], Health Utility Index mark 3 [HUI3][20], and the EQ-5D[21,22], and have been used prior in critical care studies[2].

The Short Form-36 is a proprietary, 36-item, 5-page questionnaire evaluating 10 comprehensive domains: physical functioning, physical role limitations, bodily pain, general health perceptions, energy/vitality, social functioning, emotion role limitations and mental health[19]. The SF-36 is time-consuming to complete, and some patients may have difficulty completing the entire questionnaire[23]. Although Chrispin et al[24] observed there was acceptability and reliability of the SF-36 when used in the ICU, they did not assess or formally validate the SF-36 against any other ICU-based HRQoL tools or illness severity scores. The SF-36 was used to derive the SF-6D (a utility-based instrument), using a subset of items/dimensions from the SF-36, which are occasionally used in critical care populations[25-27].

The HU13, is an 8-item, 3-page questionnaire, which evaluates 8 domains: vision, hearing, speech, ambulation, dexterity, emotion, cognition. The HU13 has not been widely used given the higher cost and proprietary licensing[20]. Although less cumbersome than the SF-36, both instruments require specific training to administer and complete.

**EQ-5D DESCRIPTION, USES, CONVERSION TO HEALTH-UTILITY AND QALYS**

The most commonly used indirect method in critical care cost-utility analyses is the EQ-5D[2,18,21]. The instrument is a 5-item, 3 or 5-level Likert scale with a built-in global health VAS for self-reporting health-utility built in its design. The 5 domains evaluated include: Mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort, anxiety/depression[14,21,28-31]. Many of these domains are similar to Activities of Daily Living (ADLs)[1,2,28,29] and instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs)[32], which assess function within the patient-important context of how individuals live and work. These ADLs and IADLs are commonly assessed in critically ill patients[33,34], demonstrating the relevance and feasibility of using the EQ-5D in this setting. EQ-5D is shorter and easier to use than the SF-36 and HU13, with only 5 fundamental patient-important HRQoL outcomes. In response, other HRQoL scales, such as the SF-36 have created shorter versions (e.g. SF-6D, etc.). The EQ-5D also has advantages over other HRQoL tools, including; (1) Coverage to low health-utilities, including less than zero (1); (2) no licensing fee for non-commercial use; (3) a built-in VAS for self-rating a patient’s health status; (4) a large number of versions and language translations; and (5) many country-specific population preference scoring systems to support cost-utility analyses[1,2,18].

Differences between HRQoL tools (e.g. EQ-5D vs SF) can also lead to scoring of different health-utility values for the same health state in the same patient, with each tool giving a slightly different result. The EQ-5D has been shown to have greater coverage at low health-utility states[1,2,29], which makes it a potentially useful HRQoL tool for use in critical care, as low health-utilities may be expected in this patient population as some are close to end-of-life. Despite being used in the ICU[25,26,35], there is no gold standard HRQoL measurement tool for use in the critical care setting, and none have been rigorously validated in the critically ill population[2]. At present, the EQ-5D is the most promising tool for HRQoL measurement, which merits focused evaluation in critical care.
Table 1: Indirect methods for measuring patient-based preferences mapped on a health-utility scale via a generic health-related quality-of-life questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Utility measurement</th>
<th>Questionnaire description</th>
<th>Levels and health states</th>
<th>Tariff weighting acquisition</th>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Range of health-utility scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European quality of life five dimensions (EQ-5D)</td>
<td>Five dimensions (mobility; self-care; usual activities; pain/discomfort; anxiety/depression)</td>
<td>5 levels; 3125 health states</td>
<td>Sample of European general population (n = 3395); time-trade-off valuation; hypothetical scenarios</td>
<td>Mostly used in continental Europe and the United Kingdom</td>
<td>-0.59 to 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Form-36 (SF-36)</td>
<td>Ten physical (physical function, physical role limitations, bodily pain, general health perceptions, energy/vitality) and mental health (social functioning, emotional role limitations and mental health) dimensions</td>
<td>4-6 levels; approximately 18000 health states</td>
<td>Sample of United Kingdom general population (n = 611); standard gamble valuation; hypothetical scenarios</td>
<td>Shorter versions applicable to SF-12 and SF-6D</td>
<td>0.30 to 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health utilities index mark 3 (HUI-3)</td>
<td>Eight dimensions (vision; hearing; speech; ambulation; dexterity; emotion; cognition; pain)</td>
<td>5-6 levels; approximately 972000 health states</td>
<td>Representative sample of adults in Ontario, Canada (n = 504); visual analogue scale transformed into standard gamble; hypothetical scenarios</td>
<td>Closely related adaptation of HUI-2, with a more detailed descriptive system; mostly used in Canada</td>
<td>-0.36 to 1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EQ-5D: EuroQoL-5 domains; HUI: Health utility index mark; ICU: Intensive care unit; QALY: Quality-adjusted life year; QoL: Quality of life; SF-12: Short form-12; SF-36: Short form-36; SF-6D: Short form-6 domains.

Once measured, EQ-5D HRQoL measurements can be used in variety of ways. First, clinicians and researchers can use the EQ-5D-5L’s Likert-scale scores at face value, to determine what a patient’s health state is for the five domains[21,29-31]. This may inform the management plan for individual patients, such as referral to consulting services, such as physiotherapy or occupational therapy for physical domains, or psychiatry for mental health domains. Second, the EQ-5D HRQoL measurements can be converted into health-utility index score using a jurisdictional-specific algorithms, such as the validated time-trade-off based scoring from the general Canadian population[36]. The Canadian scoring algorithm for the EQ-5D index utilizes population-based health-utility preferences which go from -0.59 to 1.0[18, 36], whereby it can describe health states which patients consider to be “states worse than death”[2,18]. The index score can then be used to calculate the QALY, which is an aggregate measure of global health rating (health-utility) multiplied by the duration of time spent in that health state. The EQ-5D has become the most widely used and validated methods of combining morbidity and mortality into QALYS in medicine for a composite outcome[1,2].

HEALTH-UTILITY REPORTING ON SAME GRAPHS AS ESTABLISHED MORTALITY KAPLAN-MEIER CURVES

Like other composite outcomes, it is important to understand the individual component contributions of QALY including both the health-utility (morbidity) and time spent in that state (survival/mortality). For example, a study with 10 patients reported cumulative total of 5 QALYS at 1-year, this could be due to a myriad of combinations of health-utility and life-years. The effects are different if 10 patients survived to 1-year each at a health-utility of 0.5 (Figure 1A) vs a scenario where 10 patients survive only until 6-mo, but have full health (health-utility of 1) for the 6-mo prior to their deaths (Figure 1B). Both scenarios would yield a total 5 QALYS; however, each scenario may have different clinical implications to patients involved. Patients and clinical decision-makers may make different treatment choices in each scenario, in accordance with their values and preferences for quality-of-life vs duration of life.

Disaggregation of QALYS into component parts of mortality and health-utility using graphical representation (can be shown on the same graph as a Kaplan-Meier curve) may be an important way to describe the specific drivers of QALYS changes (Figure 2). This novel methodology where health-utility and mortality are reported both separately and aggregated as QALYS, may further the acceptance of HRQoL, health-utility and QALYS in critical care. If healthcare providers, patients, and families are aware of what drives a particular QALY outcome difference, this may also help to inform future management plans for critically ill patients, better inform clinicians and families about the trajectory of HRQoL, and potentially impact upfront goals-of-care discussions and clinical decision-making.
HRQOL IMPLEMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT

Healthcare providers, patients, families, and healthcare policy-makers have demonstrated interest in survival and HRQoL before, during, and following discharge from critical care. With advances in ICU technology, our ability to sustain physiologic function of the body may minimize the effects of critical illness and treatment upon ICU survivors’ HRQoL, which could include their suffering alongside their illness. This is a very real concern, as many patients and families may choose to withdraw or defer life-sustaining ICU therapy based upon their individual values and preferences for HRQoL. These concerns lend credence to the expression “alive and well” as a desired outcome following critical illness, as patient’s wishes and preferences for or against aggressive treatments are usually stable over time, including at end-of-life. HRQoL is key to describe as a patient-important outcome. Furthermore, HRQoL can give a voice to patients as well as their families and friends as proxies.

There are certain limitations to the measurement of HRQoL in the critical care population. First, there are incapacitated patients that would not be able to report their own HRQoL, emphasizing the need to validate a proxy tool (e.g. EQ-5D proxy versions) alongside the patient-reported tool. Second, proxies and patients may differ in rating or HRQoL. Third, subjective vs objective HRQoL may differ (e.g. EQ-VAS score compared to EQ-5D-5L algorithm score), and could potentially be biased by a patient’s own preferences and values. As compared to functional recovery scales, even though health-utility may be more patient-centric, it may also be less generalizable as they are mapped out to general population instead of just critically ill patients. Fourth, different components of HRQoL can move in different directions, making it difficult to assess the composite outcome, as different patients will value mortality and morbidity differently based on their preferences. Finally, most HRQoL measures are usually time-specific when the patient completes the questionnaire. Therefore, baseline measurements may either not be available (due to patient incapacity), or may be subject to recall bias from patients or proxies recalling past HRQoL.

There are also certain challenges associated with QALYs acceptance in general. First, QALYs in the critical care population can be skewed by mortality, presenting difficulties with analytic assumptions (e.g. estimating QALYs in the presence of mortality).
Second, we are uncertain of the correct time-horizon to extend QALY measurements to for various critically illnesses, with longer time-horizons being affected by further lost-to-follow up and incomplete datasets. More routine HRQoL assessments at any health-related encounter could mitigate this issue (e.g. outpatient family practice, at any hospital admission). The relevant time-horizons will vary between illnesses and various patient populations, but perhaps at least a standardized set of time-horizons (e.g. in-hospital, 3 mo and 12 mo post-discharge) could be explored in critically ill patient populations. Finally, how should we measure and account for baseline imbalances in health-utility outside of a randomized control trial, and how should changes in responsiveness to treatment be anchored and reported?

Despite these challenges, there are substantial benefits to measuring HRQoL in critically ill patients. Therefore, we encourage researchers and clinicians to consider measuring HRQoL, with input from patients and proxies (e.g. surrogate decision-makers or caregivers), as some patients may never regain capacity to participate, but knowing what their values and preferences are is key to providing patient-centered care. We hope to provide the best available information (e.g. HRQoL measures, health-utility, QALYs) to decision-makers regarding HRQoL outcomes to aid both clinical decision-making alongside traditional health technology assessments.

**CONCLUSION**

We propose establishing a rapid, easy-to-use, broad metric, and well-validated HRQoL tool (both patient and proxy versions, which are available from EQ-5D) for use in critical care research as patient-important secondary outcome, which can be standardized across all studies allowing for comparability. We also propose reporting health-utility alongside mortality on Kaplan-Meier curves, to present a disaggregation of morbidity and mortality in addition to the aggregated quality-adjusted life-year.

Future work in this area should include: (1) Pilot validation of HRQoL patient and proxy tools in the critical care population during a cross-sectional study (approximately 50-100 patient recruitment) measuring: Pre-hospital baseline; admission; during ICU stay; and at discharge. We believe the EQ-5D could be validated in critical care (against Short-Form and correlated with other established illness

---

**Figure 2 Combined Kaplan-Meier curves alongside health-utility.** A: Improving health-utility trajectory; B: Worsening health-utility.
severity scores), as it is the most promising tool at present; and (2) Future HRQoL validation studies for post-ICU follow-up (e.g. 3, 6, 12 mo) are required to determine long-term HRQoL outcomes. These steps will lay the foundation for feasible, reproducible, and interpretable patient-important outcome measures in critical care.
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